
2019 Winter Track Replacement 

This winter’s section of track to be replaced is 44 panels, or half a mile, and links two of the already 
replaced sections.  So when completed, there will be continuous new rail from the distance signal 
half way up Freshfield Bank to the nine mile post north of Tremains crossing.  There will still be a 
quarter mile or so gap to the mended river-slip to Caseford bridge section but that is in better 
condition and could be another two years or more before being replaced. 

This winter’s relay goes between the top of Freshfield Bank, over Sloop Bridge and finishes at the 
recently repaired Monteswood Lane Bridge where last year’s winter relay started. 

  

The first panel to be changed at Sloop Bridge. The last panel at Monteswood Lane Bridge 
connects to last year’s replacement.

All the old rail panels are 60’ long 95 pound rails and a few 45’ 96 pound Brighton rails at the top of 
Freshfield bank.  These are too long to be lifted in one go without hiring in a lot more bigger 
machinery with their operators.  Therefore these are all being cut in half, not with the rail-saw 
cutting disk as has been used before, but with a gas torch instead.  This is much quicker and probably 
cheaper considering the number of cutting disks that would be used.  In addition, all the rail is being 
scrapped as it is very worn, so neatly cut ends are not required.  As much rail, chairs bolts etc. as 
possible will go to scrap to raise money for new rail with only a few odd better condition pieces 
being saved. 

  

Gas cutting the rails Lifting out the half panels



Six of these half panels were lifted at a time and loaded onto the road railer trailer ready to be 
brought back to Horsted Keynes on the evening return trip with the gang so that they could be 
broken down there, probably by the Sunday or Thursday gangs.  The rest were cast aside to be 
picked up and returned later.  Only one trip a day was run as it would take too much time for extra 
round trips. 

The laser was then setup either level or tilted to match the gradient of the line, with any adjustment 
deemed necessary to match the required height over the bridge or a corrected ballast depth.  Care 
had to be taken not to raise the track level over the bridge as too much extra ballast would exceed 
the bridge weight limit with a train passing over it. 

The laser controlled bulldozer then dozes the ballast to the correct gradient and cant.  The cant, or 
tilt, through this section was set for a 65 mph line speed before Bluebell owned the line and is too 
much for our line speed.  One reason for the relay is to get rid of the cant and only put back only a 
small one with the tamper later on. 

The first two panels to go back required a plastic and terram membrane under them as clay had 
pumped up between the sleepers which destabilises the track.  The track bed was dozed deeper for 
this to be put in and the cleanest ballast put back on top and then re-dozed to the correct laser 
controlled depth and level.  The section was then bedded down and smoothed out with a three ton 
triple Wacker to leave a very good even surface on which to lay the sleepers. 

The old track had 24 wooden sleepers slightly irregularly spaced per 60’ panel.  The replacement 
track has 28 evenly spaced second hand concrete sleepers which provide a much more stable track 
and more even pressure on the track bed.  This reduces the pounding effect when a train passes 
over and also much reduces chances of a heat buckle in the summer as we have had several in the 
past including one in this section.  The section over the bridge however had to match the spacing of 
the bridge metalwork sections and so stayed at the old spacing with a bit of adjusting at the ends to 
match up with the rest of the track. 

The first three panels were laid by the end of the Friday of the first week which was pleasing 
considering that the first rail removal was only started the previous afternoon.  These were clipped 
up by the 9F club (9 to 16 year olds) on the Saturday with the Sunday gang removing three of the 
four bolts from each fish plate ready for the next section to be removed. 

  

End of Thursday afternoon.  Rails out and 
terram down after only half a day. 

Progress at the end of the following Tuesday 
with Sloop bridge in the distance.



Before any sleepers can be laid, their correct position has to be defined.  White posts were 
hammered into the ground with a nail in them exactly 2, 2.5 or 3 metres from the running face of 
the old track.  This gives a reference point every 5 metres.  A piece of painted ballast is then placed 
on the smoothed track bed at each of these positions and a long string line then lowered over them 
and laid down by eye.  This gives us the opportunity to smooth out any irregularities in the previous 
track layout and allow for any posts that has been knocked when bulldozing.  A new line can be 
chosen which misses some of the reference points if required or if it is believed to be a better line 
than the previous track layout.  With the ends of the string held down under tension by either a 
heavy weight or someone’s foot the line is then over sprayed with surveyor’s line marker and then 
the next section is plotted out.  This allowed us to give a little bit more clearance to the destroyed 
occupation bridge and to smooth the curve a little leading to it. 

Sleepers, which were placed last year in piles at suitable intervals to save a lot of shifting up and 
down the line, were then placed with one end on the marked line.  These were lifted into place in 
groups of four by the track laying digger and with accurately cut wooden guides placed over them to 
set the correct spacing (653.27mm!).  We have two pairs of these, painted red and yellow, for the 
two different types of sleeper we have. 

The line and these wooden formers place the sleepers so well that the rails can be dropped in 
straight away without spending a lot time and effort with iron bars heaving the sleepers around to 
get the rail to fit which is what used to be done.  Prior to the job starting all the rails on the outside 
of the curve were marked up with the exact sleeper positions to within a millimetre or two so that 
after the rails were lifted in by the road railer the sleeper positions could be checked instantly with 
only the occasional adjustment required. 

The fishplates were fitted and only every 6th sleeper clipped up initially to allow the road railer over 
to the next panel.  These were then fully clipped up by either the 9F club or a small group of 
Network rail workers on one of their volunteer days.   

  

Marking the line slightly further from the bridge 
wall blending back onto the original course. 

Tuesday evening.  The line, the placement 
formers and the lifting digger.

The picture taken at close of play on Tuesday evening shows a bit of all the activities.  Sleepers in 
stacks on old wooden sleepers at the correct intervals within reach of the jib of the digger used to lift 
them, rails also ready to be lifted into position, the digger parked up for the evening, jokingly 
renamed “Norman” after one of the team, the smooth track bed with the line marked, the last group 
of four sleepers laid with the spacing former in position, the old track panels lifted out to the side, 
the white reference posts, the old occupation bridge at the half way point and most important of all, 



the blue mobile mess room where Barbara makes us tea and bacon butties and to where the team 
are heading. 

By the end of the week the track was laid well past the half way mark and the track bed with the line 
marked out reaching about three quarters of the way through the job ready for more sleepers to be 
laid out first thing Monday morning. 


